1. Smog in the Northern Adriatic Sea: Image of the Day
   This view illustrates the markedly different color and texture of cloud versus industrial... pressure and the surrounding mountains prevent easy dispersal. ...
   others searched for: http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/IOTD/view.php?id=3411

2. Earth from Space
   Apr 25, 2003 ... Corsica and Sardinia appear right of center partly under cloud ... and the surrounding mountains prevent easy dispersal. ...

3. NASA - Atmospheric Aerosols: What Are They, and Why Are They So...
   1 The dispersal of volcanic aerosols has a drastic effect on the Earth’s ...
   These changes in the cloud droplets, due to the sulfate aerosols from the ships ...
   others searched for: http://www.nasa.gov/centers/langley/news/factsheets/Aerosols.html

4. CALIPSO - Cloud - Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite...
   CALIPSO seeks to reveal the secrets of clouds and aerosols, ...
   satellites orbiting the Earth captured the rapid dispersal of smoke in real-time. ...

5. NASA - Chaotic Beauty
   ... that by stirring up the cold gas, the jets may contribute to the eventual dispersal of the gas cloud, preventing more stars from forming in NGC 1333 ...
   others searched for: http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/imagegallery/image_feature_450.html

6. GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC CONSEQUENCES OF cloud dispersal rates. sensitivity analysis are summarized below. The most significant findings of the ... others searched for: http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19900067303_1990067303.pdf

7. NASA - CALIPSO Finds Smoke at High Altitudes Down Under
   Mar 5, 2009 ... the Earth captured the rapid dispersal of smoke in real-time. ...
   The NASA Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite ...
   others searched for: http://www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/features/calipso-australia.html

8. Volcanoes and Global Climate Change
   Images from the UARS satellite—sulfur dioxide cloud from Mt. Pinatubo on September 23, 1991, after dispersal around the world. ...
EO Newsroom: New Images - Smog in the Northern Adriatic Sea

... surrounding mountains prevent easy dispersal. This view illustrates the markedly different color and texture of cloud versus industrial aerosol haze.

Desert Dust Kills Florida Fish

NASA Science News: New research links huge African dust clouds with the "Red ... in the occurrence and dispersal of Florida's predominant red tide algae,

Cloud dispersal